YOU ARE INVITED TO A SPECIAL “DOUBLE FEATURE” BOOK EVENT
Presented By
HORSE COUNTRY SADDLERY

Tuesday, October 31, 2017  *  6:00 pm – 8:00 pm

Authors Mary Motley Kalergis and J. Harris Anderson team up to present their new books on foxhunting, each with a different twist.

Foxhunters Speak…and They Also Sign!

Many contributors to Mary Motley Kalergis’ collection of oral histories, Foxhunters Speak, will be on hand to sign their personal section of this well-received book. You’ll have the chance to meet Rita Mae Brown, Lynn Lloyd, Tommy Lee Jones, Albert Poe, Gus Forbush, Hugh Robards, John Coles, Charlie Brown, and many other foxhunters whose personal stories are presented in their own words. The result is an important book for our time, a masterful way to preserve these valuable voices. This will be a one-time gathering of these well-known foxhunting personalities, an event not to be missed!

Discover the Seven Habits of Highly Happy Hunters in The Foxhunter’s Guide to Life & Love

In his new inspirational novel, J. Harris Anderson provides humorous, lighthearted, and earnestly practical advice to improve your love life…and your love of life. Through a series of stories and lessons, Anderson brings the reader along on a journey of discovery. Whatever you’re chasing—an enriched relationship, overcoming challenges, learning a new skill—this book reveals the principles of the Foxhunter Model, a guide that anyone can use to get more out of life. It’s Dave Barry meets Rita Mae Brown meets Dr. Phil!

Books will be available for purchase at the store. To pre-order your copy, call 540-347-3141 or 800-882-4868. Signed copies may also be ordered and will be shipped to you or a gift recipient.